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Welcome

Take a look at the expert views and news
we’ve brought together for you in this issue
Our new usual
Client advice in the time of coronavirus

Stepping up our support
Keeping you informed about recent service updates

A year at L&G

Welcome to The Link - your new
magazine, tailor-made for advisers.
You’re an appreciated part of our business
- so we’ve designed this magazine to add
value to your work, providing you with the
product information you need, helpful tips
and more.
Since we began compiling this issue, the
COVID-19 pandemic emerged, altering life
as we knew it. There is a distinct difference
between our situations pre and post virus,
and circumstances are constantly evolving,
affecting us all in numerous ways. At
Legal & General, a constant that both time
periods share is our drive to be proactive.
We strived to serve advisers and your
clients prior to today’s uncertain times, and
now we’re seeking more ways than ever to
meet your needs. We’re here to help, and
we want to hear from you if there’s more

Our key activities across the past 12 months
we can be doing.
In this edition, along with issues relating to
the crisis, we explore Income Protection
with a focus on renters, presenting
approaches to helping this market and the
support tools available to you.
You’ll also find articles by Nigel Wilson
our CEO and Richard Kateley our Head of
Market Development, alongside interviews
with advisers and practical information you
can use in your day to day.
Thank you for your continued great work,
particularly in this at this challenging time.
Stay safe, and we hope you enjoy The Link.

Craig Brown
Director of Intermediary, Protection

Insider View
Nigel Wilson on Inclusive Capitalism

Q&A: Questions & Advisers
We interview a Senior Protection Consultant

Income Protection: For today, for tomorrow
New sales aids and your new interactive guide

Protection renters with Move iQ
Our new initiative with Phil Spencer and Move IQ

Claims
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The people behind the numbers

Our new usual
The unusual has become our everyday, and we are all
recognising that life as we knew it has changed. This is
the time to talk to our clients - to let them know we’re
thinking of them and we’re here to help. We can also
identify areas where we can help them financially, now
and in the future. With all this in mind, we’ve compiled
some steps to support your conversations.

Richard Kateley
Head of Intermediary
Development
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Continue reading

Be curious about their situation
If we understand how our clients have been affected, we can
remind them of the policies they have bought through us and
more importantly why. It’s also an ideal time to remind them of
the additional benefits on their plans such as Nurse Support
Services* or Rehabilitation Support Services** and, let’s not
forget, how you can support them, their family and friends,
as their financial adviser. We need to demonstrate our duty of
care and add value - such as signposting key information from
their policies or related government information. Being sold
to is the last thing a client may want at this time. Instead, your
call could aim to offer support and useful information. This will
reaffirm why they bought into your services when you helped
them with a house purchase, insurance policy or property
rental.

Make it personal
Review your fact-find and then call them, with the knowledge
you have about their situation. Using ‘the 3 Reasons To Call’
concept is an idea way to tailor conversations specific to each
client. These 3 Reasons could be:
1. Asking how they and their family are in these unique times
and stating that you’re thinking of them.
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2. Enquire about their current work situation. Are they on leave
due to business closure? Are they self-isolating? Explain that
you have looked through their current protection policies.
Make them aware of the added value services they can
access and how. Also, are they aware of the government/
mortgage lender/renters support that could be available to
them?
3. Let them know you are available for them during this
uncertain period if they want to talk or have any concerns.
If they choose to, agree a contact plan with their preferred
method of phone, text or facetime
People often think a good salesperson is a good talker but
actually the best sales people are those that are good listeners.

Staying aware of Covid-19 rules and
guidance
Covid is going to be with us for a while so key to this contact
plan is your awareness of the daily, weekly and monthly
changes in relation to Covid19 rules and guidance. This
includes state support for employees; support for benefit
claimants; help available for businesses; mortgage payment
holidays; and three-month eviction support for renters. If you
have a good understanding of these support facilities you will
be providing value and guidance to your client, offering peace
of mind when they need it most. It is important that we assist

our clients at a time like this, not only to reassure them but to
offer expertise. Whether that’s advice on the pros and cons of
taking a mortgage payment holiday, keeping their protection
policies or even talking through the benefits of taking cover
out. Usual will return at some point and your support now will
remind clients why you’re their trusted financial adviser on
many matters, through good times and bad, and not limited
only to insurance or home buying.

Webinar to support conversations
We have transformed our face to face training materials
so that now, we can deliver comprehensive, generic and
educational sessions in a virtual environment. Whether you
want help in how to talk to clients in this new world using the
3 reasons to call, how to make the most from the mortgage or
Rental markets, listen to our top 10 sales ideas or improve your
Business protection knowledge we can help. To register for
any of these 30minute sessions simply visit our webinar pages
here.
We have also built 3 virtual workshops to help you develop
your business and your sales skills all accredited by the CII as
structured learning:1. Be Curious
There are 3 core elements of effective communication
being the questions used by advisers, the delivery of

these and their body language. In the workshop we will
look at all of these skills needed to help advisers have a
meaningful protection conversation with their clients and
include various sales tools, questioning styles, and closing
techniques.
2. The why the how and the what of protection
We look at the why we need to talk about protection, we
look at how by looking at some useful and effective hints
and tips to talk protection used by Advisers across the UK,
and then the what with ways of positioning the need to
address unforeseen risk using sales aids/stats, language
and listening skills.
3. Business protection
To support our short product targeted webinars on
Shareholder, key person and Relevant Life Plan, our
workshop looks at some of the practical skills in talking to
business owners about the risks they may be running and
how as an adviser you are best positioned to help them
mitigate these risks.
We want to help you develop your marketplace with
informative, generic and quality training to help you have better
conversations with your clients and hopefully together we can
protect more people across the UK.

For more information on our workshop webinars
please speak to your usual L&G contact

Stepping up
our support

Helping you retain clients

Our recent service upgrades

Your Existing Business Agent Hub tells you
when clients have missed payments or asked
you to cancel their policy due to changes in
circumstance. This offers an opportunity for you
to chat and discuss the importance of cover which is particularly important in this uncertain
time.

Enhancing your OLPC
experience
Making application
changes easier
Supporting advisers during
COVID-19
OLPC has been improved to better support
you - read our sales aid or full guide to
understand how
We’ve upgraded pipeline management through
to self-service tools – we’re confident the
changes will make real differences to your
business
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A digital alternative for
processing Trust Forms
We’ve updated signature requirements with
everyone’s safety in mind during COVID-19
Trusts can now be established digitally, without the
need for a witness signature
This is a great opportunity to contact clients
whose policies are not currently in trust and offer
guidance
To learn more about how this works, visit our
dedicated site

It’s now more straightforward for you to change
your client’s cover in OLPC
This applies to Life Insurance, and Life Insurance
with Critical Illness at quote and decision stages
At Quote Stage you can quickly edit the cover
amount, premium and policy term
At Decision Stage you can change the level of
cover or policy term, based on results
With these changes in place, you won’t need
to wait, go back to a previous screen, or call
our Customer Service Team for a requote
– so you can keep your client interactions
running smoothly and increase the chance of
commitment

Please can you:
Check and update your contact preferences in
Agent Hub
Ensure the Lapse Notification is ticked

We’ve rolled out phase two of our OLPC changes.
You can expect:
• A decision screen hyperlink - Less clicks,
better user experience. Once terms have been
offered you now have the ability to link straight
through
• Displaying actions required to put cover on
risk – Once the decision has been made you
will see a list of any outstanding actions
• Payment and collection details – You’ll see
the policy payment info, including preferred
collection dates, premium amounts plus dates
of previous / next payments
• Visible changes to live policies – Our new
‘Post Completion’ stage will provide you with
info of any changes
To understand these changes in detail please read
our short article.

Benefits for you:
• You will now receive an email up to 3 times
per week when there are policies at risk
• You can quote, apply and service your clients’
policies all in one place
• Warnings issued stay on the system for 12
months
• You’ll see if a direct debit is re-instated, and
how your client chose to pay their arrears.
• You can access your clients’ policy info 24/7
£246,000,000 of proof:
Since launching this service in 2010, an extra
£246,000,000 has been paid out in claims across
3,662 policies
This is thanks to advisers being informed, having
conversations with customers, and helping them
reinstate policies

A year at L&G
Our key activities across the past 12 months

Pioneering Rental
Protection

New initiatives in
response to Covid-19

Intermediary Sentiment
Tracker

Demonstrating
commitment to customers

Critical Illness and Income
Protection Updates

We led the launch of the first ever
dedicated Protection proposition for
renters. Using our external platform, we’ve
championed the importance of protection
to renters – a group of people who are
typically under-served by the Protection
Industry.

In response to the impact of Covid-19, we
spearheaded a number of new initiatives
to ensure protection is available and
accessible to as many people as possible.
These include building a new digital
process so that existing customers can
put their policies in trust without the need
for physical witnesses - to supporting
intermediaries with bespoke financial
support packages.

We have launched a NPS survey for
advisors - taking a data-led approach in
bringing the views of our partners to the
forefront. The feedback is being used
to help us understand the things we
are getting right, as well as, identifying
areas where we need to improve and
change. This insight feeds directly into
the prioritisation and optimisation of our
Proposition changes, ultimately leading
to an improved end-to-end partner
experience.

Committing to the quality of our claims
experience for all our customers, we
signed up to the Protection Distributors
Group (PDG) Claim Charter. Alan Knowles,
Chair of the PDG commented: “We are
delighted to see Legal & General sign
up to the Claims Charter. By signing up,
Legal & General has further demonstrated
commitment to their customers.”

We started to offer Rehabilitation Support
Services for income protection at the
point of claim. We also introduced the
ability for Contact Centres to sell Critical
Illness Cover at quote or decision stage.

Recognising the industry would need
to upskill, reskill and adapt to a new
environment, we developed 13 bespoke
webinars and masterclasses. Over 4,500
advisers have attended one of these
events since launch. The feedback from
attendees has been phenomenal.
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Insider
View
Making a positive
difference
Nigel Wilson - Legal & General’s Group
Chief Executive - is an advocate of
Inclusive Capitalism. As Nigel explains in
this piece, our business and our culture at
Legal & General is built around Inclusive
Capitalism, a phrase which encapsulates
positive, purposeful business. Leaders
all across government, civil sectors and
business are encouraging practicing and
investing in ways that extend our economic
system opportunities and benefits to
everyone. Therefore, we recognise that
advisers need support and information to
learn more about this pioneering approach.
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Advisers
can lead
inclusive
capitalism
“When calling out
industries that truly make
a difference to individuals
and society – the
protection sector shines
out as a leading example.”

The role played by
advisers in ensuring
that individuals
could be financially
supported, often
at the most
challenging
times in their
lives, cannot be understated especially in
the unprecedented times we are currently
facing. But we recognise that advice does
not simply help people prepare for the worst.
Our business is built on making a positive
difference to society and to families –
enabling people to access the housing ladder
and helping customers to navigate complex
financial choices. We also strive to empower
people to both plan for the future and prepare
for the present.
The protection sector has long striven to be
a force for good in customers’ lives, offering
a safety net depending on the plan chosen,
against the unexpected financial impact of
a specified critical illness, injury and loss.
Between 2015 and 2019, Legal & General
alone paid out over £2.9 billion in protection
claims and even during COVID disruption, we
have not missed a beat paying all valid claims.

Behind these big numbers are real people
facing real challenges, to whom we offer
real support. The work advisers undertake
every day to deliver products which make
a measurable difference to the lives and
financial security of millions of customers
cannot be understated.

“Our business and our
culture at Legal & General
is built around what we call
“Inclusive Capitalism”, a
phrase which encapsulates
positive, purposeful
business.”
As a company we have to have both an
economic and a social value. Profit and
purpose are not in competition, they are
conjoined and mutually reinforcing, making
us better at doing business. We have huge
opportunities to self-determine our success
– at a macro-level across the economy, at
a micro-level with our individual customers,
and at a middle or meso-level, within our own
industry and distribution chain.
Applying this focus to technology is
imperative for the financial services industry.
Technology isn’t about replacing the vital
role of human advice, but advances in AI and
robotics mean that we have the opportunity
to disrupt ourselves. We can grasp the
opportunities that new technologies offer in
fintech and insurtech to broaden the reach
and impact of the vital expertise offered by
advisers.
We are also creating new real assets to pay
pensions. This year we did a £4.6bn pension
buyout for Rolls Royce, where we have
taken on the promises made to their

pensioners. Then we announced a £4bn
investment programme with Oxford University
to fund postgraduate and key worker housing,
plus science and technology parks. Most of
those assets will be held against pension
liabilities. So, the aero-engineers of yesterday
will be funding facilities for tomorrow’s aeroengineers to study, research and live.
Urbanisation is another global trend. We
need Future Cities - great places to work, live
and play for people of all incomes, all ages.
We have, in around 20 different cities across
the UK, invested in almost all components
for a Future City. These components include
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modern housing, transport, energy, education,
businesses and healthcare - all funded by
Pension Savings. In Salford, our real asset
investment has immensely improved a part
of Manchester, where across the city we
are investing £3bn. A hundred years ago
Salford was a busy dock with low-skill, lowpay jobs. Then in the 1980’s it became a deindustrialised wasteland. Now it is Media
City, a digital hub with highly-skilled, highlypaid jobs.
The rising incidence and ever-increasing
awareness of mental health also raises the
question of how products should evolve and

how our sector can meet this challenge. One
in four people are now affected by mental ill
health and last year it was recorded as the
third highest illness claimed against a Legal &
General Income Protection product. There is
a growing recognition that wellbeing among
employees is good for business, which is
why Legal & General is calling for employers
to take action in addressing mental health
in their own workplaces. This will reduce
absenteeism, improve productivity, and
promote inclusive, thriving workforces. Firms
that provide mental health support may be
seen by employees as better places to work.

“Inclusive capitalism, driven
by intellectual curiosity and
honesty and underpinned by
purpose, enables us to use
financial power to engage
with societal problems.
We can turn policy failures
and broken markets into
opportunities and solutions.
Together we can be at
the front line of inclusive
capitalism.”
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Nigel Wilson
L&G Group Chief Executive

Questions & Advisers:
Interviews with
advisers for industry
insight and opinions
Adviser

Reason for becoming an IFA

Michael

I wanted to make a difference
to people’s lives especially when
they need the insurance most.

Job Title
Senior Protection Consultant

Specialisms
Ensuring that the customer has
the best terms possible when
there are medical disclosures

Most frequent product
Life & CI

Time in this role
Seven years

Background
Always been in insurance, prior
to this role I worked in motor
insurance

Insurance in general tends to
carry a myth that, ‘it won’t pay
out.” So, hearing from a client
that a claim is successful is so
rewarding (minus the reason for
the claim) and this is what has
kept me going for seven years in
this industry.
Everyday day is different and
challenging at times, but this
is what I enjoy. Sometimes
clients feel that they cannot have
insurance, but I enjoy trying to
find ways around this. I try my
best to find them an insurer, and
8 times out of 10 there is an
insurer for everyone.

*Please note, we don’t reveal the full names of advisers
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Why do you think it’s important for Do you think there are different types of IP
your clients to have this cover?
products missing from the market, which L&G
or other providers should be developing?
“I think in this modern day and age,

What would you say are the biggest challenges
in today’s Income Protection market?
“I feel like there will always be challenges in our
industry. I think three of these big challenges are:
• The length of time a GP report takes
• The limited choice of policies available to newly selfemployed and start-up businesses
• The lack of public knowledge - which I can only
assume is because the importance of IP is not
pushed and advertised enough.
GP reports can take anywhere from two weeks to four
months in my experience. The danger here is that other
brokers can swoop in, which gives them chance to steal
business because we were not able to put them on risk
straight away. Also, this gives the client a lot of time
to change their mind, potentially buy online and not
necessarily go with a policy that is suitable.

we can be naive and believe things
will never happen to us. But with the
average company providing no sick
pay and relying on SSP, people will not
realise how little this is until the time of
needing help. Income protection has
saved thousands of people from losing
their homes or running up a debt from lending just to
make ends meet.

“I may have answered this in question one. But a ‘no
proof of income’ policy with a limited benefit amount
and term but offers a fixed premium would be a
massive game changer. All three insurers I know are
mutual based insurers and are age based, so to have
a home brand name in the mix may give that extra
little bit of benefit when a client is faced with only this
option.

There is also need in the market for contract worker
Income protection gives peace of mind that you will
protection. I receive a few requests a month from
have enough money to allow you to maintain your
contract workers who are concerned about gaps of
standard of life and recover properly until fit enough to
unemployment between finding contracts - especially
return to work. It removes that worry about how you are the ones with a large contract income. Just an idea.”
going to cover the next bill or keep your mortgage or
Do you have any real customer stories where
rent up to date.”

Income Protection has made a difference?
How do you sell income protection? What tips
do you have for introducing it to customers, and “Not yet - although I like to think that if I’ve not heard
from my clients after point of sale, this means they’re
persuading them they need it?

“This is a little difficult to answer as most people we
speak to will already have their reason for looking at
income protection - which is why they’ve made an
enquiry online.

What I think helps me sell income protection
particularly is comparing this to critical illness cover.
income protection is under-valued in comparison to
how popular critical illness is. Income protection gives
We tend to have a lot of footfall when it comes to selffar greater peace of mind to anyone when they know
employed clients. Granted, if anyone needs protection
what it entails – for instance, IP has no list of illnesses
most it’s someone in this situation. But the problem I
find a lot with self-employed clients, whether sole-trader that are covered, no specific accidents and no minimum
requirements. As long as the right recommendation is
or LTD business, they are often just starting out and
want the protection for this reason - yet we are not able provided then having to only provide a sick note is a key
part that I like to highlight when speaking to anyone.
to recommend the likes of L&G and other home brand
name insurers because you require around three-years This important point provides the client with peace of
mind that the decision is essentially their GP’s – who
of proof of income. I only know about three providers
that can provide a policy that targets this type of client. needs to decide if they can carry out their job. Hearing
that this decision is not an insurer’s job is reassuring
The lack of knowledge of this insurance is a little bit
as people think an insurer will try to wriggle out of
scary, and I believe this is down to the fact insurers
approving a claim for guaranteed income until being fit
do not advertise the product enough. We see daily
for work, regardless of its severity. A monthly income
information about life, car, and pet insurance on TV, but from an insurer as opposed to a lump sum, is far more
we never see anything about what protects the income manageable than having a lump sum and not knowing
that is going to pay for these insurances.”
how to use this.”

fortunate enough to have not needed to make a claim,
or if they have claimed, it was successful. I’ve also not
received any negative experiences back in seven years
of service.”
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Income Protection:

For today,
for tomorrow
Every year in the UK, one million people find themselves unable to
earn an income due to a serious illness or injury*. While income
protection could help your clients in these situations, often people
aren’t aware of the need. If the unexpected happens, do your
clients have a plan in place?

We are here to help
Here at Legal & General we have created some new sales aids
designed to help you talk to your clients about income protection,
• 6 steps to selling income protection
• Income Protection infographic
• Customer and Adviser Guides
• Cover E-Book
We also have put together an Income Protection webinar that you
can register for here.

*

https://www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/articles/do-you-need-income-protection-insurance
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All of the above is now available on our new Adviser Toolkit and
is designed to support you, to help clients understand the need
and benefits of income protection. Included are features such
as benefit calculators, guides/sales aids, links to workshops and
latest webinars.
Income Protection Benefit. Cover for today, and tomorrow.

L&G and Cover guide to
income protection
Did you know people are far more likely
to insure their pet than themselves? Yet
everything we buy, all of the bills we need
to pay and the lifestyles we enjoy, rely on
our ability to earn an income. Therefore,
protection recommendations from
advisers are integral to keeping clients
financially secure.
Because this relationship between
financial resilience and protection is so
important, we at Legal & General have
teamed up with COVER magazine to
create an interactive digital guide to
income protection, for advisers.
The guide we’ve created together
includes sales tips direct from CEOs,
real life case studies, expert opinion
and plenty of visual takeaways you can
incorporate into conversations with
clients.

COVER magazine is a go-to for
up-to-date information, used daily by
IFAs who specialise in selling protection
and healthcare. Their editor, Adam
Saville, said:
“Both the insurer and us at COVER share
the same view: that IP is one of the most
valuable forms of protection and that
intermediaries should not shy away from
offering cover for a client’s most crucial
asset - their ability to earn a living.”

View the magazine here

Protecting renters with
Phil Spencer and Move iQ
could use a monthly benefit to help pay
the rent in the event of a valid claim.

In the last 10 years, the UK private
renting market has nearly doubled.
By 2023, an additional 560,000
households are expected to be
living in the private rented sector.
Yet surprisingly few renters are covered
for the unexpected. Did you know that
only 18% of renters say they have some
protection insurance in place? And of
those, just 7% say they have individual
protection, while 11% are protected
through their employer.
How would the many renters who are
unprotected, cover their costs if ill or
injured and unable to work? We’ve
developed a solution. Available only
via intermediaries, Legal & General’s
Rental Income Protection Benefit can
help provide some financial security for
individuals and their families. Should the
unexpected happen, the policy holder

And now, Legal & General is partnering
with Move IQ and property expert, Phil
Spencer. He launched Move iQ so that he
could share his years of experience and
knowledge. He believes that everyone
should have access to impartial unbiased
advice, giving them all they need to make
well-informed decisions.*
Together we’ve created six educational
videos to explain why renters need
protection. The videos will highlight the
benefits of rental protection for letting
agents, intermediaries and the consumer.
We’re proud to be helping to protect
renters, with Move iQ and Phil Spencer.
Read more about Legal & General’s Rental
Protection Plan here and watch our videos
with Move iQ here.
Our adviser toolkit has been designed to
support intermediaries. We’re here to help
you, to help your clients understand the
need and benefits of our Rental Protection
Plan and support their protection needs.
Sign up for a webinar here.

Meet the people
behind the numbers
In 2019, we paid out over
15,000 claims to support your
clients and their families. But
they’re more than just numbers
to us, they represent real people
that we’ve helped in their time
of need.
As well as our customers, we
also recognise the importance
of the people that make it
happen – our advisers and
claims teams.

Download our claims magazine
today and discover why our
claims statistics are more than
just numbers.
What’s inside?
2019 claims statistics
By age, product and UK regions including top
reasons people are claiming.
Claims process
How we ensure claims are paid efficiently, and
speeding up client applications.
Helpful tips
Ensuring claims are paid by avoiding inaccurate
information.
Testimonials
From customers, advisers and claims assessors.

Useful links

* https://www.moveiq.co.uk/about-phil-spencer/
Research undertaken by Knight Frank and
Hymans Robertson - 2019
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Dedicated claims
web page

Claims one
pager

Claims
animation

Here to help,
if you need us
Thank you once again for your
continued support during Covid-19.
If you have any thoughts or
suggestions on anything mentioned,
or would like more information, please
contact your account manager.
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